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HEIGHTS

- A Cloud model based genetic algorithm with DNA encoding called CM-DNAGA is proposed.
- The main idea of the CM-DNAGA is combined the properties of randomness and stable tendency of the normal cloud mode with bio-inspired encoding GA.
- In the CM-DNAGA, the Y conditional normal cloud generator is used as the crossover operator and the basic normal cloud generator is used as the mutation operator.
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ABSTRACT

Bio-inspired algorithms for optimization are significant topics in the areas of computational intelligence. Traditional genetic algorithm easily gets stuck at a local optimum, and often has slow convergent speed. To overcome these drawbacks, the Cloud model based genetic algorithm with DNA encoding (CM-DNAGA) is originally proposed in this study. The CM-DNAGA algorithm is based on not only the properties of randomness and stable tendency of the normal cloud model, but also the idea of GA with the bio-inspired coding method, i.e., DNA. In CM-DNAGA, a Y conditional normal cloud generator is used as the genetic crossover operator, and a basic normal cloud generator is used as the mutation operator. The simulation experiments are conducted on 12 numerical optimization functions, which evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. The experimental results indicate that the proposed method is a competitive optimizer in comparison with the three state-of-the-art heuristic algorithms, i.e. standard GA, PSO and RNA-GA.

1. Introduction

Numerical optimization problems exist widely in different areas of science research and engineering practice. In the past decades, these optimization problems are solved by using the traditional mathematical methods [1]. With increasing complexity of these optimization problems, the traditional mathematical methods cannot find the satisfactory solutions. Therefore, the effective optimization algorithms are needed to solve these kinds of optimization problems. One class of the optimization algorithms inspired by natural computing is effective method to solve these problems, such as genetic algorithm (GA) [2], particle swarm...
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